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Abstract
We develop a new method of constructing an asymptotic series in powers of N
 1=2
as
N !1 for the function of N arguments which is a solution to the Cauchy problem for the
equation of a special type. Many-particle Schrodinger, Wigner and Liouville equations for
a system of a large number of particles are of this type, when the external potential is of
order O(1), while the coecient of the particle interaction potential is 1=N ; the potentials
can be arbitrary smooth bounded functions. We apply this method to equations for N -
particle states corresponding to the N -th tensor power of an abstract Hamiltonian algebra
of observables. In particular, we show for the case of multiparticle Schrodinger-like equations
that the property of N -particle wave function to be approximately equal at large N to the
product of one-particle wave functions does not conserve under time evolution, while the
same property for the correlation functions of the nite order is known to conserve (such
hypothesis being the quantum analog of the chaos conservation hypothesis put forward by
M.Kac in 1956 was proved by the analysis of the BBGKY-like hierarchy of equations). In
order to nd a leading asymptotics for the N -particle wave function, one should use not
only the solution to the well-known Hartree equation being derivable from the BBGKY
approach but also the solution to another (Riccati-type) equation presented in this paper.
We also consider another interesting case when one adds to the N -particle system under
consideration one more particle interacting with the system with the coecient of the
interaction potential of order O(1). It happens that in this case one should investigate not
a single Hartree-like equation but a set of such equations, and the chaos will not conserve
even for the correlation functions.
1
1 Introduction
The chaos conservation hypothesis is well-known in statistical physics. This hypothe-
sis put forward by M.Kac [1] in 1956 for the case of classical systems has the following
analog in the quantum case of the system of N bose-particles moving in -dimensional
















































) which specify states of the







coordinates, t 2 R is the time variable).The quantum analog of the chaos hypothesis
is the following. Suppose that at the initial instant of time t = 0 the correlator (1)





































= 1. Then the property
(2) holds for arbitrary time t as well.
The discussed hypothesis can be justied for the case of the external potential
of order O(1) and the particle interaction potential of order O(1=N). The mathe-
matical proof has been obtained in [3].The method of justication of the property















) was integrated over last N   k variables and the chain
of equations for R
t
k;N
was obtained in a way analogous to the method of derivation
of the BBGKY hierarchy found almost simultaneously by Bogoliubov, Born, Green,
Kirkwood and Yvon for the classical case. It was also found in [2,3] that the function
'
t
obeys the Hartree equation being of widely use in physics for studying quantum
systems with a large number of particles.
The property (2) has the following physical meaning in terms of mean values of the
































































).The property (2) implies
that the mean values of the observables A
N
in the state 	
t
N













































































In this paper we consider a new formulation of a problem. Namely, we discuss if the
property (2) is valid when k also tends to innity, for example, k = N . We also study
whether the chaos property allows us to nd limits as N ! 1 of mean values of
observables of a more general form than (3).
To solve these problems, we construct an asymptotic formula as N !1 not for
the correlators (1) but for the full N -particle wave function obeying the initial condi-
tion of a product of one-particle wave functions (remind that a number of arguments
of the wave function also tends to innity as the parameter of the asymptotic expan-
sion tends to zero). We will see that the asymptotics will not factorize into a product
of one-particle wave functions. Therefore, the chaos hypothesis fails if k ! 1 in
(1). Thus, when one makes an attempt to nd mean values of general observables
uniformly bounded with respect to N , one can't use the property of factorizing of the
wave function, contrary to the case of the observables of the type (3).
























































operator, U is the external potential,
1
N
V is the particle interaction potential being of
order 1=N . The asymptotic formula for the N -particle wave function is then expressed





















is a self-consistent potential
W
t








































































The system (7) can be formally obtained by the following procedure. One can write
the system consisting of the Hartree equation (5) and the equation conjugated to
it, consider the variation system for it and substitute the variations of ' and '

by
u and v that should not be conjugated. This variation system with independent
variations of ' and '

coincides with (7). The asymptotic formula for the N -particle
wave function is expressed through the solution to eq.(5) and through the operator
transforming the initial condition for the Cauchy problem for system (7) into the
solution to this Cauchy problem.
We can consider equations of a more general form than the multiparticle




















has a kernel of the type (3). Notice that the Schrodinger equation
is a partial case of this equation. Asymptotic solutions to it that obey more general
initial conditions than a product of one-particle wave functions are constructed in sec-
tion 5. These asymptotic formulas implying the results on the chaos non-conservation
for eq.(4) are proved in section 6. In section 7 we evaluate the corrections to the
asymptotic formula.
We can consider not only Schrodinger-like equations but also sets of such equa-
tions. The generalization of the method which is applicable to such case is to be
developed in sections 8,9. The technique of these sections can be also used when one
considers the N -particle systems interacting with an additional particle, so that the




























































The rst term of the right-hand side of this equation corresponds to the motion
of the additional particle of the mass M=N in the external potential U(y) (y is the
coordinate of the additional particle). The second term corresponds to the interaction
of the additional particle with the N -particle system. If the rst and the second terms
were of orders O(1) and O(1=N) correspondingly, one could apply the technique to
4
be considered in sections 5-7 without modication. But the coecients are N and 1,
so another approach is needed. It happens that the Hartree equation (5) should be
modied, there will be no longer a single Hartree-like equation, there will be a set
of such equations, and the analog of the chaos hypothesis will then fail even for the
correlation functions.
We can consider the problem of chaos conservation not only for N -particle wave
functions obeying the multiparticle Schrodinger equation but also for other cases.
Namely, one can investigate N -particle density metrices obeying the N -particle
Wigner equation [13] or N -particle density functions (probability distributions) which
obey the multiparticle Liouville equation [11]. One can nd [11,13] asymptotic for-
mulas for these cases. These asymptotics are also products of one particle densities
at the initial time moment, while there is no such factorization at time moment t. In
section 10 we will consider the equations for N -particle states corresponding to the
N -th tensor power of an abstract Hamiltonian algebra of observables. We generalize
a notion of a half-density (discussed in [11,13] for dierent cases) by introducing the
notions of a half-density representation of an abstract Hamiltonian algebra and of an
abstract half-density. There are following examples of the latter notion:
(a) the square root of the N -particle probability distribution [11];
(b) the square root of the N -particle density matrix [13];
(c) the N -particle wave function.
We show, that when our asymptotic method is applied to the N -particle half-
density equation, the average values of general bounded observables is unambigu-
ously dened by our approximation for the half-density. The results to be obtained
in section 10 imply, in particular, the asymptotic formulas found for the cases of
Schrodinger, Liouville, Wigner equations.
2 Violation of the chaos hypothesis for the N-particle
wave function
1.In the previous section we have seen that if the property (2) is satised, one
can replace the wave function 	
t
N









) in order to nd a limit as N !1 of the mean values of the observ-
ables of the special form (3). Consider the problem if such replacement is valid for
nding mean values of general observables A
N
uniformly bounded with respect to N ,
jjA
N
jj < C. What is necessary and sucient condition for this replacement? The































































) and uniformly bounded with respect to
N ,jjA
N

















































for arbitrary set of operators A
N
uniformly bounded with respect to N . Then the













































































































































































1. Lemma 1 is proved.
2.Let U; V be smooth functions U : R





! R bounded with all











) = ff : R






); k = 1;1g


















dx = 1: (12)
6
The following lemma is proved in [4,5].







) to the Cauchy problem
for eq.(5).
As the Schrodinger equation is the partial case of the Hartree equation, lemma 2
implies the following corollary.








) to eq.(4) which sat-

















It occurs that the property (9) is not valid.
Theorem 1. Let V (x; y) 6= 0 for any x; y 2 R














This theorem is a corollary of the more general statement to be proved in section
6.
3. Let us consider a heuristic method to derive the result of theorem 1. Suppose
that for some function c
t
N



























0. One can then expect that the property of chaos conservation
for the full N -particle wave function is also valid when the initial condition for the












In order to retain the property of the norm of the wave function to be of order O(1),
let us choose the variation '
0
to be orthogonal to '
0
. As the Hartree equation


































): Applying the transfor-




, one obtains that the following

































































is also an asymptotic solution to eq.(4). At the initial time moment formula (16)
does not contain negative powers of e
ia
, while at time moment t such powers arises.
7
For example,the contribution of the power e
 ia































































that may be a-dependent). Because of the linearity of eq.(4), the
N -particle wave function (17) is also expected to be asymptotic solution to eq.(4).






can be decomposed into two parts: one of them
being proportional to '
t
























to eq.(17) can be involved to the rst term of eq.(17),
while another term can't be treated in this way. As the norm of its contribution is of
order O(1), we are faced with the diculty: the N -particle wave function being equal
to zero at the initial time moment evolves into non-zero wave function. The only




6= 0. The theorem 1 is heuristically justied.





from the variation system (7) can lead us to the correct asymptotic formula for the
wave function. This is to be done in the following sections.
3 Multiparticle canonical operator and asymptotic
formula for the N-particle wave function as N !
1
1. In the previous section we have seen that the wave function (17) may play an
important role in constructing the N -particle wave function asymptotics as N !1:
We can also notice that such wave function satises the chaos property (2) and does
not satisfy the propery (9). Therefore, the wave function (17) gives us an example of








) in order to nd limits
of mean values of observables of the special form (3) but not of the general form.
Let us give a generalization of the example (17). Introduce a notion of a multipar-
ticle canonical operator being a partial case of the canonical operator corresponding
to Lagrangian manifold with complex germ in Fock space [6,7].


















































































), we denote the subspace of F which consists of all the elements
















) = 0; n = 1;1: (19)










































where g 2 F
'
:
Remark. The wave function (20) satises the chaos property (2).









) of the form (20) will be referred
to as a multiparticle canonical operator.
The following lemma shows that the norm of the function (20) is of order O(1),




, while the coecient
of this sum is of order N
 p=2
, not of order O(N
 p
).











































































































; 1  i
1
< ::: < i
p
 N
is equal to N !=(p!(N   p)!), eq.(21) is satised. Lemma 3 is proved.







g) is given by the terms of the sum over p in eq.(20) which numbers are of
















Corollary 3. Let f; g be such non-zero elements of F
'














Then for some c 2 C f = cg.
2. It occurs that the approximate solution to eq.(4) which satises the initial
condition (13) should be expressed not only through the solution '
t
to the Hartree
































































































has the form (6).
By W
'
















(y)dy =  '(x); (24)




) with the kernel
M(x; y) = R(x; y) + '(x)'(y) (25)
satisfy the property jjM jj < 1:











problem for eq.(23) with the initial condition R
0
.
In order to prove this lemma, we will express the function R
t
through the evolution
operator transforming the initial condition for variation system (7) into the solution
to this system.





















































































































































































































































Notice that the series (29) is well-dened, since the functions U(x) and V (x; y), as

























for some constant c can be justied by induction. Thus, the series (29) converges.
The following property is satised for operators (29).






































































for some constants c
m
. Inequalities (31) are correct if n = 0: Suppose them to be















































































], eq.(31) is justied.
















































Lemma 5 is proved.
Let us show now that the operator (29) is really the solution to eq.(28).

































































































































we nd that the rst statement of lemma 6 is satised. The proof of the second
statement is analogous. Lemma 6 is proved.














































































































































































This means that the matrix (29) is a matrix of a canonical transformation [8]. This
implies [8] that the operator A
t





















































is bounded, since jjR
0






jj < 1: The rst statement of lemma 7 is
proved.








































































































































Let us prove that the operator with the kernel (25) has the norm lesser than 1. It
















































i.e.  = '
t
. The second statement is proved.
3. The proof of statement 3 is by straightforward substitution. Lemma 7 is proved.

















with the right-hand side of eq.(23), lemma 4 is a corollary of lemma 7.
3. Let us give an asymptotic formula for the N -particle wave function being a





); R 2 W
'








































= 0; n = 0; 1; 2; 3; ::::
where M has the form (25). The propery (19) is satised for 
R
because of eq.(24).
It can be shown by making use of the second quantization technique [8] that the


























































(x; y) = R
0











Consider also the solution '
t
to eq.(5) which is equal to '
0
at initial time moment
and the solution R
t































































































This theorem is a corollary of the more general statement to be proved in section
































































(x; y) = R
t





instead of the exact wave function 	
t
N
in order to nd limits as N ! 1 of mean
values of the observables uniformly bounded with respect to N . We see that not the
form of the product of one-particle wave functions but the more complicated form
(40) of the N -particle wave function conserves under time evolution. The product
(13) is a partial case of the wave function (40) which is realized when
R
t





Therefore, one can make use of theorem 2 for nding an approximate solution to the
Cauchy problem for eq.(4) with the initial condition (13). As the solutioin to eq.(23)
does not, in general, have the form (41), the asymptotic solution to this problem
has the form (40) with M
t
6= 0. This implies that eq.(9) is not satised because of
corollary 3 from lemma 3. Thus, theorem 1 is a corollary of theorem 2.
15
4 Heuristic derivation of the asymptotic formula
In this section we consider a heuristic method to derive eq.(40). This method is
analogous to the procedure of section 2 which is based on shifting the solution to
the Hartree equation and allows us to conclude that the product of one-particle wave
functions is not an asymptotic solution to eq.(4).
As the chaos property (2) for correlation functions is satised for the N -particle
wave function (20) for arbitrary g 2 F
'




reasonable to look for the asymptotic expression for 	
t
N


























It occurs that the heuristic method to be developed allows us to nd the function
S
t
up to an additive quantity that does not depend on the solution to the Hartree










1. The function S
t
can be found by the following technique. Consider the small
shift of the function ' by the quantity =N of order 1=N in eq.(20). The function 
can be decomposed into two parts:





is orthogonal to '. It follows from eq.(20) that the contribution of shifting
by 
0
to formula (20) is small. We will see that the coecient of 
0
chould be of order
1=
p
N for making such shifting of ' by 
0
appreciable. The contribution of the rst







As p = O(1), all these quantities are approximately equal to exp(';). Because of
the remark after lemma 3, norms of terms of order p = O(N) in eq.(20) are small.













This formula can be also proved rigorously [9].
Let us make use of eq.(44) for nding S
t























depending on the initial condition '
0






























































Eq.(45) determines the function S
t
up to a constant that depends on t but does not
depend on '
0




























































The rst term in this formula vanishes because of the Hartree equation, while the
second term is equal to eq.(45). Thus, the function S
t
(38) can be found by the
developed technique up to a function depending only on t but not on the solution to
eq.(5).





:We are going to consider the
variations of '
t
which are of order 1=
p
N and to obtain formula analogous to eq.(44)











where g 2 F
'
: Notice that the vectors g + O(1=
p







of the space F and, therefore, should be dierent in general.


























which has been considered in section 2. Examine the case (';) = 0: It follows from





















































is expressed from eq.(43).




























































It follows from eq.(50) that
('; f
N

















































where constant in the right-hand side of eq.(52) does not depend on f . As the vectors
(48) make up a full system of the vectors in the space F
'
[8], eq.(52) can be used for
constructing an approximation for eq.(46).
It is convenient to introduce creation and annihilation operators [8] in Fock space











































































































(y)] = (x  y)
18
and the representation of C
f


















































for the case g = C
f
. Since the system of vectors (48) is full [8], eq.(55) is correct for
arbitrary g.
3. Let us nd vector g
t













: Suppose that variation of this operator is also
of orde N
 1=2
as the solution to eq.(5) is shifted by the quantity O(1=
p
N ). The































are then asymptotic solutions to eq.(4) if '
t









is a solution to the system (7). As the asymptotic solutions coincide at
initial time moment because of eq.(55), the same property should be satised at time
















It is eq.(56) that allows us to nd operatorW
t
up to a multiplicative factor. It follows





















































: In order to
















and integrate it over a with the weight e
ia
:
Eq.(57) shows us that the operator W
t
corresponds to a linear canonical transfor-
mation of the creation and annihilation operators [8]. It has been shown in [8] that
W
t







show a role of the Riccati-type equation (23), it is convenient to introduce a notion
of complex germ analogous to [10,6].
4. LetR 2 W
'
. Consider the following subspace G
R











= f(v; u)ju = Rvg:
Denition 2. A subspace G
R
will be referred to as a complex germ corresponding





satises the following interesting property.
Lemma 8. 1. Let g 2 F
'








(x)v(x)]g = 0 (58)
for any (v; u) 2 G
R
. Then g = c
R
.





To prove this lemma, one can make use of the denition of creation and annihi-
lation operators, rewrite eq.(58) in terms of components g
n
of g and nd them by
induction to be equal to expression (36) up to a multiplier.









































for some constant c
t
2 C.





: It follows from eq.(57) that this vector satises











Therefore, theorem 2 is heuristically justied. Notice that the developed method
can be applied also to the simpler case of the complex germ approximation for quan-
tum mechanics as h! 0, see appendix A for more details.
Notice also that eq.(57) allows us to construct another asymptotic solutions to





































































As any element of the space F
'
can be presented as a linear (maybe, innite) combi-


















The approach developed here can be used for constructing asymptotic solutions
to equations of a more general form than (4). Let us formulate the corresponding
theorem.
5 General case : formulation of the theorem
Let X be a measure space, H
N




























































































































































! C which are symmetric with respect to x
i





) and satisfy eq.(18). By F
'
 F we denote such subspace of F that
consists of all the elements of F which satisfy eq.(19). The multiparticle canonical

























































































































; '): Let '
t













































































































































































































































































































































































1. For some special choice of H
(p)
, eq.(4) is a partial case of eq.(64), the Hartree
equation (5) is a partial case of eq.(66), eq.(23) is the analog of eq.(67), eq.(68) is a
variation system (7). Therefore, theorems 1 and 2 are corollaries of theorem 3.





) for arbitrary L > 0 is to be presented in section 7.
22
3. The requirement for the functions (70) to belong to L
2
means that the N -
particle wave function (61) belongs to the domain of an operator H
N
. This require-
ment can be easily checked for the case of bounded operators H
N
l
, while for general
case one should prove this independently. For the case of conditions of theorem 2, the
square integrability of eq.(70) is a corollary of the properties of the solutions to the
Hartree equation (5) and to Riccati equation (23); some other cases are presented in
[11-13].






, for the same quantity. This
has been done in order to simplify formulas to appear in section 8. In that sectoion
we will denote by H
(p)
l
an operator in l
2









6 Proof of the theorem
1. Let us consider the more convenient representation for the operator H
N
that allows
us to nd a commutation rule between H
N








) as a subspace F
N
of the Fock space F of the form
F
N
= fg 2 Fjg

























































and coincide on the
subspace F
N
with the operator (63).
The proof is by making use of the denition of creation and annihilation operators.
As the operator H
N
is expressed through the operators a

, it is sucient to nd
their commutation rules with the multiparticle canonical operator.



































































































and of the commutation relations between operators a

(x).
























































































































; g 2 F
'
: (75)

















































































, since the property g 2 F
'
(19) conserves under time evolution, and






g. The rst part gives rise to the following contribution














































































































According to the denition of a

'




























































































































































































Remark. The corollary implies that the operator H
0
N







































































































































































































of the functional H
0
are omitted. One can notice that




























































jj <1; k = 0;K:






























































































































































































































































































































































Lemma 14 is then proved as a corollary of eqs.(67),(69).
Eq.(82) implies the statement of the theorem,the proof is analogous to [14]. Con-





















































































Theorem 3, as well as theorem 1,2, is proved.
7 Corrections to the asymptotic formula
Let us construct now the N -particle wave function that approximates the solution to
the Cauchy problem for eq.(64) accurate to O(N
 L=2
) for arbitrary L > 0. It happens








































































































































































metric with respect to x
i






































































= 0 for suciently large n, the sum in the left-hand side of eq.(86) is then nite.
When l = 0, let 
t
0;n














































































































has the form (69). Let 	
t
N


































1. The requirement for the functions (79) to be square integrable is analogous to




belongs to the domain of an operator H
N
.
2.For the case of eq.(4), the solvability of eq.(81) and the square integrability of
eq.(79) can be proved in a way analogous to the proof of solvability of eqs.(7) and
(23). When H
N
is a bounded operator, such statements can be also proved.














































The proof of this relation is straightforwrd. Theorem 4 is proved.
28
8 Some aspects of problems with operator-valued
symbols
We have seen that the discussed method of constructing asymptotic solutions can
be applied to equations of the form (64). However, one can be interested in the
problem of generalization of the considered approach to the case of the set of such
equations. Investigation of it is very important when one considers the quantum
mechanical system consisting of two subsystems (one of them is the examined system
of N bose-particles, another subsystem interacts with the rst one), some examples
are to be discussed in section 9. Notice that some of the results to be obtained in this
section and in section 9 can be also derived by making use of the technique analogous
to the derivation of the Ehrenfest theorem in ordinary quantum mechanics [20], see
appendix B for more details. Let us now consider the specication of the form of the
set of equations which is to be approximately solved.




















































) of the form (62); operators H
N
l


























































































which are also required to be self-adjoint. Denote by l
2


















! C, I = 1;1, which are
symmetric with respect to x
i




) and satisfy the





























F , where ' 2 L
2
(X ), we denote, analogously to the case of section
5, such subspace of l
2

F that consists of all the elements of l
2






















































where g 2 l
2

F , while g
I


























(X ) by the technique analogous to the method






























. We will formulate the theorem in section 9, while in this section
we are to nd g
t
i
heuristically. One should substitute the expression (89) to eq.(64)




































has the form (77) and
D
t























; ') we denote the operator in l
2


















(79),(80),(81). For the simplicity, the operators in l
2
of the form like E, where  is
a number, are denoted by .

































+ :::) = O(N
 L=2
) (91)
when the asymptotics accurate to O(N
 L=2
) is looked for.






cannot be set to zero by varying '
t









; '). Therefore, in order to provide satisfaction of the relations like
eq.(82), one cannot choose g
t
to be independent on N , g
t

















Let us consider the recursive relations for g
t
i
, which are derivable from eq.(91).







It follows from eq.(79) that H
0
0







































where  2 l
2












































) = 0: (92)
The term of order O(N) vanishes then, if S
t
has the form (38).
Suppose that this eigenspace is one-dimensional. The method under consideration
can be also applied in analogous way to the case of nite and '
t
-independent dimen-
sionality of the eigenspace. The case of terms intersection, ehen this dimensionality
depends on ', requires the more careful treatment.
Assume that H
0





that there exists a unique operator R such that




)R(1  ) = 1 :












of the operator  and functional H
0
are omitted.
To each operator A in l
2
with the matrix A
IJ




























will be also denoted by the same
symbol,A.




























































































) = 0 (because H
0
is a self-adjoint operator).







































 = 0: (95)
This equation is the analog of Hartree equation for the operator-valued case.
Furthermore, one can nd g
t?
m 1
from eq.(93), substitute it to eq.(94), make use










order to nd its solution, one can rst nd g
t?
m 2











































































from eq.(93) and g
tk
m 2



































= 0. Eq.(97) is analogous then
to eq.(88).













































































































































































and commutation relations between operators a
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obeys the equations coinciding with
the equations obtained in sections 5-7 for the case of a single Schrodinger-like equation,
not for a set. The only dierence with the considered case is that the quantity (100)





obtained in sections 5-7.This conrms the heuristic arguments of section 4
that predict the form of the asymptotics by making use of the equation for '
t
only.
Consider the terms of the additional factor 
t
in more details. The rst term was
studied in ref.[14] for the case of semiclassical approximation (the Maslov canonical
operator with real phase) for quantum mechanics. When one considers adiabatic
perturbation theory, this term known as Berry phase [18] also arises.




















We will study some examples for which the form (100) is correct, while the expression
(102) contains divergences to be eliminated. Therefore, we will use eq.(100).
Discuss now the problem of chaos conservation for the operator-valued case. One
can study dierent eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the operatorH
0
and obtain asymp-









































































































). The correlation functions (104), as well as the correlators
(1), allow us to predict the limits as N !1 of mean values of the observables of the


























































like equations corresponding to diferent eigenvalues of H
0
, they will not, in general,
coincide at time moment t. Therefore, the chaos property (2) being satised at t = 0
does not hold at arbitrary time moment. Therefore, even for the correlation functions,
the chaos conservation hypothesis fails for the operator-valued case.













solution to eq.(66), S
t
have a form (38). Let g
n
satisfy recursive relations (93) and
























































































should be an eigenvector of the operator H
0










with the help of eq.(93). When the initial condition
34
does not satisfy these properties, one can present it as a superposition of the permiss-
able initial conditions corresponding to dierent eigenvalues of H
0
. Therefore, one
should make use of the solutions to dierent Hartree-like equations (66). The chaos
property (2) will not conserve then under time evolution.
2. When the initial condition (105) is allowable, one can solve the Cauchy problem
for the recursive relations by induction with the help of the technique analogous to









, then one should
nd the solution to the Cauchy problem for eq.(97) by using the substitution (98)
and reducing eq.(97) to eq.(99). One can notice that if the initial condition for g
t
i






, then the function 
t
m 2






































The vector function g
t
m 2







































































) is a solution to the
Cauchy problem for eq.(87).
3. The proof of theorem 5 is analogous to the proofs of theorems 3,4. Nevertheless,




























one should substitute to eq.(64) the asymptotic formula with two additional terms.
4. If the dimensionality of the eigenspace is a constant D more than 1, one should

























The equation for g
t(I)
m 2
has then also the form (99), but 
t
should be considered as a






































































2. We have considered the case of nding asymptotic solutions to the innite set






); I = 1;1. The same method is applicable






); I = 1; d,i.e

























































































































This set of equations corresponds to the following physical problem. Besides N -
particle system, there is a two-level system interacting with N particles. It is the rst
term in the right-hand side of eq.(107) that describes this interaction. One can note
that the coecient of this interaction is of order O(1), contrary to the coecient of
the particle interaction potential which is 1=N . Therefore, the term with the matrix
B is to give rise to the additional term in the Hartree equation.

















































































































































































































































has the form (38),  
t

has the form (106), '
t


































Let us now consider the problem of divergences in eq. (102). When one formally



















































Therefore, the divergences can be eliminated in eq.(102), but they arise in calculation.
In order to avoid arising of innite quantities, we have used eq.(100) instead of eq.
(102).
Example 2. The developed approach can be also applied to the more interesting
































this operator. Then one should make use of the solutions to the Hartree-like equations
(66), as well as to eqs.(67),(68). The asymptotic solution has then the form (103).
The argumentation on the chaos non-conservation for the correlation functions which
has been presented in the end of section 8 is also valid for this example.
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10 The problem of chaos conservation and
asymptotic formulas for abstract Hamiltonian
algebras
1. We have constructed asymptotic solutions to equations of the type (64) and to sets




) norm of the dierence between exact













constructed in sections 5,6 could be used instead of 	
t
N
for nding limits as N !1
of mean values of general observables uniformly bounded with respect to N .
On the other hand, there are some other interesting cases. For example, one can
consider the case of classical statistical mechanics when the algebra of observables is
presented not as an operator algebra but as algebra of real-valued functions on the
phase space. The case of quantum statistical mechanics when states are specied not
by wave functions but by density matrices can be also studied [13]. Examination of
these cases requires one to formulate analogs of lemma 1.
In this section we are going to generalize lemma 1 for the case of abstract Hamilto-
nian algebras of observables (see, for example, [3,19]) which involves all the cases con-
sidered earlier. Our results will imply, for example, the conclusion of refs.[11,13] that
asymptotic solutions to Liouville and Wigner equations which are found by the de-
veloped technique should be interpretted not as approximate densities but as approx-
imations for N -particle half-densities which are equal to the square roots of density
functions (matrices) and also obey Liouville (Wigner) equations. We will introduce
the notion of an abstract half-density which generalizes the notions of refs.[11.13].
We will also consider the equation for it and nd its asymptotic solutions.





to be independent, the set of equation (66) and equation
conjugated to it will form a Hamiltonian system playing an important role in con-
structing tunnel asymptotics [13]. It happens that for the case under consideration
in this section such Hamiltonian systems can be simplied, so that the number of
equations can be cut in half.
2. Denition 3. [3,19] A Hamiltonian algebra A is a set of complex linear space
A and mappings  : A  A ! A,  : A  A ! A, j : A ! A denoted also as
(A;B)  AB, (A;B)  fA;Bg, j(A)  A
+
; A;B 2 A, if the following axioms
hold:
A1). for any A;B;C 2 A; ;  2 C





























d) fA;BCg = fA;BgC +BfA;Cg;
e) A(BC) = (AB)C;
38
f) fA;Bg =  fB;Ag; ffA;Bg; Cg+ ffB;Cg; Ag+ ffC;Ag; Bg = 0;
A2). there exists such element I 2 A that AI = IA = A; fA; Ig = 0 for any
A 2 A;
A3). for any A;B 2 A and some h 2 R AB  BA = ihfA;Bg.




By L we denote the complex linear space of all linear functionals  : A ! C.
Introduce also the notation
L
+























Lemma 15. The following relations are satised:
p(A+B)  p(A) + p(B); p(A) = jjp(A); A;B 2 A
F
;  2 C:
The proof is straightforward.
Let fA 2 A
F
jp(A) 6= 0g 6= ;. Denote by L
F
the linear space of such linear
functionals A
F
! C that sup
p(A)=1





j(A)j;  2 L
F
:
Lemma 16. The functional jj  jj : L
F
! R satises the following properties:














;  2 C;
2)jjjj = 0,  = 0:
Proof. The proof of the rst property is straightforward. Let us prove the second
property. When  = 0, jjjj is obviously equal to 0. Let jjjj = 0 and show that  = 0.
One has: (A) = 0 for any A 2 A
F
such that p(A) 6= 0. It is sucient to check that
(B) = 0 when p(B) = 0. Lemma 15 implies that p(A + B)  p(A) + p(B) =
p(A),p(A)  P (A + B) + p(B) = p(A + B). Therefore, p(A) = p(A + B) 6= 0 and
(B) = (A+B)  (A) = 0. Lemma 16 is proved.
Remark. The Hamiltonian algebra A playes the role of the algebra of observables.
The elements of L
+
specify possible states of the system. The quantity (A) is then




are usually called non-negative. The property (A
+
A)  0 for elements of L
+
means
that average values of non-negative observables are also non-negative. The functional
p(A) has the following physical meaning: it is the largest possible average value of the









(A) of any abservable A such
that p(A) = 1 is also small.
Let us give now some examples of Hamiltonian algebras.
Example 1. Denote by A
c
n











. Dene the algebra operations as follows:


















































It is easy to see that the axiom A1 is satised. The element I(X)  1 playes the role
of I, so that the axiom A2 is also checked. The axiom A3 is satised when h = 0.
Therefore, the algebra A
c
n
is Hamiltonian. Note that it is the algebra of observables
for classical satistical mechancs.














observable B. Therefore, for any  2 L
+
one has 0 < (CI)   Re(e
i
(A)),i.e.
j(A)j < C. Thus, p(A)  sup
X2R
2n













)j. We prove lemma
17.
Let us give the examples of elements of L
F
.












One has: jjjj =
R
dXj(X)j.







) can be also formally written




Note that the function  playes the role of a probability distribution.
Example 2. Let A
q
n





(A;B) = AB;(A;B) =
1
ih
(AB  BA); j(A) = A
+
; I = E:
Analogously to the previous example, one can check axioms A1-A3. The functional
p(A) is equal to the ordinary operator norm:













B. Note also that elements of L
F
play the role of
density matrices.
3. Let us now generalize the notion of half-density to the case of an abstract
Hamiltonian algebra.
Denition 4. A half-density representation of a Hamiltonian algebra A is a set
of a Hilbert space H and mappings  : A
F
H ! H;  : A
F
H ! H; denoted also
as
(A;')  A'  
A




; ' 2 H;
if the following axioms hold:




are linear operators in H which are dened on a






H3). the following relations are satised for any A;B 2 A
F









































Elements of H are called half-densities.



































































')j  1 in this
case. Thus, jj
A
jj  1 when p(A) = 1. Eq. (113) implies then eq.(112). Lemma 18 is
proved.
Let  2 L
F
. Denote by fH; g the following functional
fH; g(A) = (fA;Hg):
Denition 5. Let H 2 A;H = H
+
. An abstract Liouville equation is the





















Lemma 19. Let '
t













































Therefore, eq.(114) is satised. Lemma 19 is proved.
Let us give examples of half-density representations.
Example 1. Consider the Hamiltonian algebra A
c
n
. Dene oprations AB 

A
B; fA;Bg  
A
B, where A 2 A
c
n




) by eq. (109). Let D = S(R
2n)
.











for example, if ' is real,  is presented as a square of the function '. Because of this
reason, the function ' has been called half-density function in ref.[11].
Example 2. Consider the Hamiltonian algebra A
q
n


















It is not hard to check axioms H1-H3.The half-densities play the role of the wave
functions in this example. The density matrix 
'
is proportional to the projection
operator on one-dimensional subspace.
Example 3. Consider the same Hamiltonian algebra A
q
n
. Choose the Hilbert


























; the matrix ' has been called half-density [13]
for reasons analogous to example 1.
We can notice that dierent equations (Schrodinger and Wigner) are treated from
the same point of view: they are abstract half-density equations for the cases of
examples 2 and 3 correspondingly. Contrary to the half-density representations, the
Hamiltonian algebras are identical for examples 2 and 3.
42
4. For the simplicity, consider the case when elements A of the Hamiltonian
algebra A are presented as functions A
Y
on a measure space Y, while the algebra






























;X; Y; Z 2 Y; A;B 2 A;
f and d are (generalized) functions YYY ! C. To simplify the notations, denote
















are presented as (generalized) functions on Y, the quantity (A)





A tensor product A

N


























































































































It is not hard to check axioms of a Hamiltonian algebra for A

N
. Note that the axiom
A3 is important for such check.





































































Consider now tensor products of half-density representations. Without loss of
generality, one can assume that the Hilbert space H is presented as L
2
(X ) for some
measure space X . Elements of H will be denoted as '
x















(X );;) be a half-density representation of the





























































































































2 X . One can check the axioms of
denition 4 for the operations (121). This half-density representation is called a
tensor product of N half-density representations (L
2
(X );;):
Let N be xed,  = 1=N , H have the form (120). Then the abstract half-density






































































































































obeys the abstract Liouville equation (114).
Remarks.

























: The N -th tensor powers of half-density representations
(116) and (117) of the algebra A
q
1
are half-density representations of the algebra A
q
N
which are given by the same equations, (116), (117). The half-density representation
of the algebra A
c
N
which has been considered in example 1 is also the N -th tensor








of the Wigner equation for algebra A
q
N
. For the case of the system of N particles




the observable H entering to eq.(114) has the form of uniformization (120) of some



































both for the classical and quantum cases. One should only take into account in




















is a kernel of the operator .
3.For the case of the Hamiltonian (120), eq.(114) has been considered in [3]. It






































conserves under time evolution, while 
X
















This justies the chaos conservation hypothesis.
















































































Therefore, the technique developed in sections 5-7 can be applied to eq.(122). One























is a solution to the Cauchy problem for eq.(122). Lemma 18 tells us
that estimation (127) means that one can use approximate half-densities in order to
nd limits as N ! 1 of average values of the observables uniformly bounded with
respect to N . In particular, one can conrm the chaos conservation hypothesis for
the correlation functions of nite orders and deny it for the N -particle densities in a
way analogous to section 3.
It is interesting that eq.(124) is the analog of the Ehrenfest theorem. Namely, one
can introduce creation and annihilation operators a

and apply lemma 10. Eq.(120)














































































































can be presented through the average values of the





















































N tends to zero as N !1, one obtains
eq.(125) from Heisenberg equations. Thus, one conrms the chaos conservation for
correlation functions.
Let us present the theorem for the N -particle density which implies the results of
[11,13] for multiparticle Liouville and Wigner equations. Let H have the form (120),
















































be a solution to the Cauchy problem for eq.(66), R
t
be such a solution to






















































































This theorem is a corollary of theorem 3, lemma 18 and reality of S
t
(eq.(38)).
Consider now eq.(66) for our case in more details. Note that it can be treated as




















































































Therefore, the Hamiltonian system in terms of ;  is divided in quantum case into






g = 0, the equations for  and    h are
independent. In classical case the Hamiltnian system consists of two equations: the
equation for  coincides with eq.(122), another equation for  is linear.
11 Conclusions
We have developed a new asymptotic method that allows us to nd approximations
for functions of a large number N of arguments as N !1; as well as the corrections
to the leading order of the asymptotic formula. We have seen that this technique is
applicable to eq.(64) being of a general form, as well as to the set (nite or innite) of
such equations. Multiparticle Schrodinger, Liouville and Wigner equations are partial
cases of eq.(64).
We have noticed that for the case of Schrodinger equation our approximate wave
function can be used instead of the exact wave function for nding limits of mean val-
ues of general observables uniformly bounded with respect to N . We have considered
the case of a general Hamiltonian algebra, justied the chaos conservation hypothesis
for the correlators and denied it for the N -particle densities. It is interesting that for
the operator-valued case the chaos does not conserve even for the correlators.
Two methods have been used for constructing such asymptotics. One of them is






, where constant C
t
does not depend on the solution to the Hartree-like
equaion (66), while c
t
depend, in general, on this solution. We can see from theorem









-dependent factor. The function C
t
will change when one adds the constant
h
t
to the operator H
N
0
. As the heuristic method of section 4 uses only the form of





Note that the argumentation of section 4 is also applicable to the operator-valued
case. This implies that the only dierence of the asymptotic formulas for the ordinary
and operator-valued cases is the value of the constant c
t
. This conclusion is justied:
all quantities entering to eq.(101) are identical to the analogous quantities in the




The relation between the considered technique and complex germ method [10]
can be investigated in more details [6,15-17]. As we have seen in section 10, one
can consider such representation for the N -particle wave function that eq.(64) will
transform into ordinary Schrodinger-like equation, while the analog of the Planck
constant will be 1=N . The asymptotics constructed in this paper correspond [6,17]
to the isotropic manifold [10] of the special form. General Lagrangian manifolds with
complex germs can be also considered when one studies the innite superposition of
the obtained asymptotic formulas, see [6,15-17] for more details.
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Appendix A
As mentioned in conclusions, our asymptotic method for nding approximate solu-
tions to eq.(64) as N ! 1 is analogous to the complex germ technique. Namely,














(x); x 2 R
n
; (132)






























. According to section 10, the chaos conservation
hypothesis for correlation functions resembles the Ehrenfest theorem. The multi-
particle canonical operator is analogous to the canonical operator for the complex
germ in a point, the constructed asymptotic solutions resemble the wave-packet-like





































can be found by solving
the equations obtained in complex germ theory by subsitution of eq.(134) to eq.(132).
The purpose of this appendix is to show how such equations can be heuristically
derived without such substitution in a way analogous to section 4.
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. When one varies the initial





































) depending on the initial condition




























for some quantity C
t
that does not depend on the classical trajectory.











































































should transform solutions to the equation for g
t










































































The conservation of property (139) under time evolution allows us to introduce a
notion of complex germ.
Let 
ij

























The following denition is analogous to denition 2.

























will be referred to as a complex germ corresponding to the matrix .
The following lemma is the analog of lemma 8.











for arbitrary (p; q) 2 G

.





)f = 0: Then f = cg

for some constant c 2 C.















for the matrix 
t
















































for some constant c
t
2 C. Thus, we see that Gaussian wave packet (134) evolve into
a Gaussian one as h ! 0: One can also consider complex germ creation operators







and nd another asymptotic solutions
to eq.(132). Thus, the presented approach allows us to nd unambiguously complex




In this appendix we show how one can reproduce for the operator-valued case the
classical Hamiltonian system (133), as well as the Hartree-like equation (66) by mak-
ing use of the equations for mean values of the observables and of the argumentation
analogous to the derivation of the Ehrenfest theorem (see, for example, [20]). Note
also that the method to be presented in this appendix is heuristic.


















corresponding to the physical system which is "semiclassical" with respect to Q 2 R
n
and "quantum" with respect to q 2 R
m


































































































. To do this, consider rst the equation




























). As the left-hand side of eq.(144) is of order O(h) as
h ! 0, the right-hand side of it should also vanish in a leading order of h. Eq.(143)
implies that one should replace Q by Q
t
and  ih@=@Q by P
t
for calculating the
leading order of the right-hand side of eq.(144).































is a projector on  
t

























































). We have taken into account that the semiclassical approxi-
mation for the commutator of two "semiclassical" observables is [21] their Poisson


























Therefore, we have reproduced the Hamiltonian system being used in constructing
asymptotics for the operator-valued case [14].
2. An analogous technique can be also used for derivation of eq.(66) for the
operator-valued case. Let us illustrate the approach for the case of constructing
asymptotics for eq.(107).
First of all, let us represent eq.(107) through the creation and annihilation opera-

















































and are symmetric separately with respect to x
i
and with respect to I
i
. We identify
such element  2 H that
a) 
n;m































) of the Hilbert space H.
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where x 2 R

; I 2 f1; 2g.












































































Let us analyse this equation in a way analogous to the consideration of eq.(142).
























































































As the right-hand side of this equation is of order O(N) as N ! 1, one should
















































These eigenvalues and eigenfunctions coincide with those which has been found in
section 9.




N tends to zero as N !1, one can












































we have omitted the arguments '


































where the sign + or   depends on the choice of the wave function 	
t
. We can notice
that eq.(149) is a consequence of the Hartree-like equation (108). Thus, the approach
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